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ABSTRACT
Menus are largely formatted in a linear fashion listing
items from the top to bottom of the screen or window. Pull down menus are a common example of this
format.
Bitmapped
computer displays, however, allow greater freedom in the placement, font, and general presentation of menus. A pie menu is a format
where the items are placed along the circumference of
a circle at equal radial distances from the center. Pie
menus gain over traditional
linear menus by reducing
target seek time, lowering error rates by fixing the distance factor and increasing the target size in Fitts’s
Law, minimizing
the drift distance after target selection, and are, in general, subjectively equivalent to the
linear style.
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INTRODUCTION
In presenting a list of choices to the user, most computer system designers have been limited, largely by
the available hardware and software, to a linear format. The items are listed from top to bottom, sometimes with an index number for each to the item. OCcasionally, the lists are multi-columned,
have multiple
items per line, or are even hierarchical
(i.e. indented
sub-choices), but for the most part lie in a strictly
one dimensional structure.
hlany of these menus are
static on the display screen or activated from mouse
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Figure 2: A crude pie menu

actions in two formats: pull-down (menu appears at a
fixed label on screen when mouse directed) or pop-up
(menu appears anywhere within a fixed area, occasionally the whole screen) [ll].
Some systems have used
the two dimensional nature of the computer display
to the advantage of certain menu applications.
Many
flight simulation programs, for example, lay out directional headings in a typical compass format.
Item placement in menus has been an important
research topic for many years. Menu organization
is
typically divided into three types [4]: alpha/numeric,
categorical (functional),
and random ordering.
It is
generally

agreed

that

the performance

of subjects

(i.e.

time to seek a target) with different placement styles
converges with practice [2,10]. Further studies [9] revealed that a functional
placement of items is supe-
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rior when the task domain is unambiguous to the user
whereas an alphabetic organization
can be useful in
uncertain task descriptions.
All of these studies have
concentrated on the linear display format.
IIas defaulting to a linear format (Figure 1) made some
menus easier to use? Harder? By changing the menu
format, can users find the item they seek faster? Is a
particular menu format faster than other formats even
with practice? What type of formats should be tested?
These are important questions for the designers of many
systems. Software libraries of menu display routines
are widely used as a default by programmers of many
window systems and applications.
Would it be worthwhile to present items in variable formats or perhaps
in another fixed general format like the compass?
A pie menu [7] is a system facility for pop-up menus
built into MIT’s X windows [5] window management
system, and Sun Microsystem’s NeWS window system
[G] and SunView window system. The pie menu interface supplies a standard library of functions that
can be used by programmers to format and display
menus in a circular format. The system is written in
C and Forth and currently runs on a Sun Microsystems workstation.
Items in the menu are placed at
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tions: compass directions, time, angular degrees, and
diametrically
opposed or orthogonal function names
are some groupings of items that seem to fit well into
the mold of the pie menu design. Alternatively,
items
with a. sequential nature may not benefit and may in
fact suffer from such a format. In addition, pie menus
consume greater screen area and become polynomially
larger than linear menus in both height and width with
increased item isize and number of items.
Distance to and size of the target are important factors
that give pie menus the advantage over traditional
linear menus. Even with linear menu initial cursor placement schemes where the cursor may initially be in fhe
middle or at the last item selected, there remain target, items at relatively great distances from the cursor
location.
Pie rnenus enjoy a two fold advantage because of their u:nique design: items are placed at equal
radial distances, from the center of the menu and the
user need only move the cursor by a small amount in
some direction for the system to recognize the intended
selection. The advantages of decreased distance and
increased target size can be seen as an effect on positioning time as parameters to Fitts’s Law [3].
The distance to an item in any menu style can be defined as the minimum distance needed to highlight the
item as selected. In both menu styles, this is defined
by a region rather than a point. This region is typically of greater area than the actual target (Figure
3). Once the cursor has entered the region, the item
is highlighted
as feedback to the user.
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Figure 3: Pie menu activation

region

equal radial distances along the circumference of a circlr (Figure 2). The starting cursor position is at the
cellter of the menu as opposed to being at the menu
title or first item as in traditional
pull-down menus.
The cursor is under the control of a three button optical mouse on a fixed size moveable pad.
Imaginative
menus formats are an inevitable future
with the latest advances in window management systems. Window imaging systems using technology from
laser printing protocol standards such as PostScript [I]
and Interpress [12] will make it possible to display a
large variety of non-rectangular
shaped windows effectively on a bitmapped display. There are some obvious
advantages to this organization for particular applica-
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Table 1: Task groupings
EXPERIMENT
Introduction

and

hypothesis

This paper describes a controlled experiment to test
two hypotheses: that pie menus decrease the seek time
and error rates for menu items and that pie menus
are especially useful in menu applications suited for a
circular format, diametrically
opposed item sets (e.g.
open/close), directions (e.g. up/down) or even linear
sets of items and conversely linear menus are useful for
sets of linear items (e.g. one,two,three,etc.).

CHI ‘88
The experiment
is a 2x3 randomized
block design. Each
cell is an element
of the cross product
of menu and
task type.
A typical
pie task would be the compass
example
because it seems best suited functionally
for
like OPEN/CLOSE
and
pie menus. List of elements,
UP/DOWN,
whose meanings
are antonyms
are also
classified as pie tasks. Lists, like numbers,
letters and
ordinals,
are best suited for linear menus and are thus
classified
as linear tasks. Groups of menu items that
have no relation
to each other fall in the unclassified
category.
Table 1 shows an example of the groupings.
There are a total of 15 menus, a group of 5 for each task
type. Subjects
perform
the experiment
for all cells in
the experiment
matrix
in random order in accordance
with a randomized
block design [S]. The subjects see
each of the 15 menus four times, a total of twice in each
menu format.
Each cell in the experiment
consists
of 10 menus.
Each subject
therefore
sees a total of
GO menus. Ta.rgets are uniformly
distributed
over the
eight possible items.
Pilot

study

Procedures

Subjects

Materials

AS stated,

pie menus run on a Sun Rlicrosystems
as pa.rt of an enhanced version of RfIT’s

WorkX win-

problems

The process of selecting
items from a pop-up
menu,
regardless
of format,
can be characterized
in three
stages:
invocation,
browsing,
an cl confirmation.
To
make a selection,
the user invokes the menu by pressing a mouse button
(invoca2ion),
continues
to hold the
mouse button
down and moves to an item which is
(b rozusilzg) and releases the mouse
then highlighted
button
confirming
the selection
(confirmation).
sequence

of events

for a subject

is as fol-

. The target
is displayed
to the user in a fixed
text window at the top of the screen. The cursor
associated
with the mouse is marked by a small
hash mark “x” on the display screen.
0 The user invokes the menu by pressing and holding any one of three mouse buttons.
The menu
appears with the cursor location
unchanged
(escept near screen boundaries
where the cursor
must “jump
awa.y” to accomodate
the menu).
The cursor is located in the center or menu title
region of pie and linear menus respectively.
0 With the mouse button
still depressed,
the user
moves the cursor with the mouse towards
the
textual
target as indicated.
Selections
highlight
as the cursor moves into distinct
activation
regions. As noted, the activations
regions for pie
menus are “pie” shaped sections that extend to
the screen boundaries
and are rectangular
sections extending
horizontally
towards the screen
boundaries
for linear menus.
l

Subjects
were volunteers
from the University
of RIaryland Psychology
Department
Subject
Pool.
All 33
subjects were undergraduate
students with little or no
mouse experience.
They were rewarded
with 1 extra
credit point for participating.

and

Some changes were made from the pilot design of the
experiment:
a better distribution
of menu targets and
doubled number of menu trials, though the total number of menus remained
constant.

The typical
lows:

results

A pilot study of 16 subjects showed that users were approximately
15% faster with the pie menus and that
errors were less frequent
with pie menus. Statistically
significant
differences
were found for item seek time
but not task type.
Subjects
were split on their subjective preference
of pie and linear menus. Some commented that they were able to visually
isolate an item
easier with linear menus and that it was hard to control the selection in pie menus because of the sensitivity of the pie menu selection
mechanism.
These subjects tended to be the most mouse naive of all whereas
those who had heard of or seen a mouse/cursor
controlled system but had not used one extensively
tended
to prefer pie menus.
The most rnouse naive users,
while finding
linear menus easier, tended to be bctter at pie menus and commented
that with practice,
they would probably
be superior
and in fact prefer the
pie menus because of their speed and minimization
of hand movement
with the mouse. Not surprisingly,
therefore,
most of those preferring
linear menus did
not have a strong preference
on the scaled subjective
questionnaire.

station

dows system.
The screen is a 19-inch bitmapped
high
resolution
black-and-white
display.
Cursor location
is
controlled
by a three button optical mouse on a moveable mousepad
made of a specially
formatted
reflective
material.

Once selection is made, the user releases the mouse
button
to confirm the selection.
The menu disappears from the display screen. The cursor remains at the screen position
relative to the selection location.
If the selection is correct, the process begins again with a new target and possibly
a new menu style. Otherwise,
if the selection
is
not the requested
target, an audible “beep” tone
is heard and the user attempts
the task aga.in.

Basically,

the computer

posts

the target

name

at the
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top of the screen, the user invokes the current menu,
moves to the target item, and confirms the selection
by releasing the mouse button. This sequence, called
a task, is repeated GO times by each subject.
Each
subject saw 6 sequences of .lO menus each. In each ten
menu sequence, the menu type was the same, either
pie or linear, and since there are only 5 menus per
task type, each menu appears twice in the sequence.
Pie

Task type
Linear

4r-

n

~

Table 2: Target seek time (set) means per cell, menu
type, and task type

I

F
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4

5

6

7

8

Task type
Table 3: repeated measures analysis of variance results
for target seek time

Figure 4: Target
seconds

location

(x) vs.

seek time

(y) in

served to be significant.
The 10 menu sequences correspond to the cells in the
experiment table design. Each subject performed a sequenc.e for all 6 cells in random order. 60 data point.s
are collected per subject. A total of 33 subjects performed the experiment for a total of 19SO data points.
For each task, the time from the first mouse button
down to the correct target selection is the seek time for
the item. If the user selected the wrong item, the time
is included in this interval. The number of errors made
as well as the sub-interval times when errors are made
is recorded during the experiment by the system. All
subjects performed the test adequately and no person
failed to finish the assignment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A repeated measures analysis of variance was performed
on the data. Table 2 shows the means per cell, per row,
and per column. Table 3 displays the repeated measures ANOVA results. A Tukey analysis reveals that
there is a statistical significant difference (P < 0.01)
between overall menu type performance and task type
performance in target seek times. Pie tasks and linear tasks did not significantly
differ from each other,
but both organizations
are an improvement
over the
unclassified menu tasks. Slight statistical
significant
difference (P = 0.075) b et ween cells in the experiment
design is also observed. No other interaction was ob-
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The statistically
significant
difference between menu
type performance is the central result of this study.
The task type difference reiterates earlier study results [2,9] that showed that some organization is helpful. Furthermore,
the slight interaction between menu
types and task types tends to confirm the hypothesis
that certain task groupings perform well with particular menu formats.
The reason for a lack of strong
correlation is evident in the lower mean for pie menus
even on linearly grouped tasks.
Figure 4 displays the target location by item plotted
against the mean seektime. The mean seektime across
target location for pie menus is fairly constant. As expected for linear menus, the mean seek time increases
proportionally
to the distance of the target from the
initial cursor location. Analysis of seektime v,s. number of menus seen shows that no strict convergence occurs between the two menu styles, though mean seektimes did decrease for both pie and linear menus with
practice.
With error times removed from the results
time from menu invocation to first correct
menu styles compared relatively the same
parison which includes error times because
rates.

(measuring
clioi.ce), the
as the comof the error

CHI ‘88
of seek time based on Fitts’s Law T =
KO + Klog2(D/S + 0.5) where T = time to position
cursor using mouse (seek time), Ko = constant time
to adjust grasp on mouse, Ir’ = constant normalization factor (positioning device dependent), S = size of

An analysis

target in pixeZs2, D = distance in screen pixels, helps
explain our results because the ratio of the distance
(D) to target size (S) is smaller for pie menus. The
fixed target distance and increased size of targets for
pie menus decreases the mean positioning time as com-

Table 4: number of errors means per cell, menu type,
and task type (all observations including no errors)

pared with linear menus. In our experiment, the activation region for an item constitutes the target. All
subjects were informed of the fact that their target

region of the menu display. These are the items with
the most interaction with neighboring items [a].

was not necessarily the text, but the region containing
the text target item. This was clearly understood by
The font size for text items in both
all participants.

Repeated measure analysis of variance results on the
error rates show marginally statistically
significant differences (P = 0.087) between pie and linear menus

(Tables 4 and 5). No other statistically
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significant dif-

ferences were observed.

Subjective results obtained in the pilot study repeated
themselves in the experiment.
Subjects were split on
preferring one menu type over another but those who
preferred linear menus had no strong conviction in this
direction and most agreed that with further practice

15 -

1 Task type

10 -

11

Table 5: repeated measures analysis of variance results
for number of errors
they might prefer the pie menu structure. Those who
preferred pie menus generally felt fairly confident in
their assessment and this is reflected in the questionnaires.

1

2

3

Figure 5: Target location

4

5.6

7

8

(x) vs. number of errors (Y>

menu styles was the same, yet the target region size
for pie menus (3500 - 6000pixels2) was on the order of
2-3 times the size of linear menu activation region sizes
(1000 - 2000piaels2). The distance from the center of
a pie menu to an activation region is 10 pixels while
the distance in linear menus varied from 13-200 pixels.
Figure 5 displays the target location plotted against
the total number of errors across all subjects. Pie and
linear menus seem to suffer from a similar phenomenon
- errors are made more often on items in the central

One subject complained of having a problem with nlenu
drift which is the phenomenon which occurs as the result of the cursor relocating to the relative screen location of the last selected target. With linear menus,
this tends to “drift” the cursor towards the bottom of
the screen. This may explain the higher error rate for
linear menus, but the same problem occurs to a lesser
degree with pie menus. This, in fact, we believe to be
another positive feature of pie menus: the cursor drift
distance is minimized.
Most subjects had no problems
coping with drift in either menu style. One area of
further research is measuring the extent and effect of
this problem.
CONCLUSIONS
What does this mean? Should we program

pie menus
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into our bitmapped window systems tomorrow and expect a 15-20% increase in productivity
since users can
select items slightly faster with pie menus. Pie menus
seem promising, but more experiments are needed before issuing a strong recommendation.
First, this experiment only addresses fixed length menus,
in particular,
menus consisting of 8 items - no more,
no less. Secondly, there remains the problem of increased screen real estate usage, In one trial a subject
complained because the pie menu obscured his view of
the target prompt message. Finally, the questionnaire
showed that the subjects were almost evenly divided
between pie and linear menus in subjective satisfaction. Many found it difficult to “home in on” a particular item because of the unusual activation region
characteristics
of the pie menu.
One assumption of this study concerns the use of a
mouse/cursor
control device and the use of pop-up
style menus (as opposed to menus invoked from a fsed
screen location or permanent menus). Certainly, pie
menus can and in fact have been incorporated
to use
style presentakeyed input [7] and fixed “pull-down”
tion (the pie menu becomes a semicircle menu). These
variations are areas for further research.
One continuing
issue with
the number of items that
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